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The Babari Masjid at Ayodhya was demolished on December 6, 1992

by a frenzied mob of thousands of militant Hindus.
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Incompentent Muslim leaders of India turned Hindus into a frenzied

mob and they demolished the Babari Masjid at Ayodhya on December

6, 1992.

^

(American Way)^>C--^(f^//^/^/^/L

Fermi Solution)L^Uu (Hans Christian Von Baeyer)

•4<LU(/ (dark matter) 0)*dj\rjjrl*\yjrU'\-4^{j^i' (invisible material)

but there is an indirect way of detecting it.



their colors shift toward the red end of the spectrum, (p. 44)

Science, in clearing away the fog of myth and mysticism that shrouded

the world in the Dark Ages, has exposed not only sharply delineated

islands of knowledge but also boundless seas of ignorance, (p. 47)

biCkfjL (Palo Alto)>/^Lc^/f<fi^-44\l/(Bay Area)
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Muslim Community

Association

(Santa Clara, CA)

Invites you to a talk by

Maulana Waheed-ud-Deen Khan

President, Islamic Center, Hew Delhi, India

Leading Muslim InteiJectuai and Author

of Many Books including the Famous

"Urn Jadeed ka Challenge"

Titled

The Modernists' Attack on Islam:

Historical Prospective and Response

Place: Masjid Annoor, Santa Clara

Time: 7:45PM (after salat Al-lsha)

Date: Friday, December 30, 1993
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ting programs)>^(J^

(effective negotiating)

In business, you don't get what you deserve,

you get what you negotiate.

^

(Edward A. Gargan)
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In India, good dowry is key to a decent marriage.

Prohibition Act)

i

India is the 2nd largest Islamic country in the world.

f
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Pakistan occupies 11 lth position among 121 countries with the lowest

literacy rates.
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Fools rush in where angels fear to tread.
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Americans are the only people who support the right to own a gun

rather than the right to walk safely along the street or to feel secure

in their homes, (p. 6)

$±(Ray R-Dunakin n

Criminals who commit serious crimes are given light sentences and

turned back onto the streets to rob or kill again and again. We don't

need gun control, we need crime control.

(The Friday Report)^jJ/^

(Tel. 303-6912201)

(sale)
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Q. Is it permissible to sell a mosque in a non-Islamic country in

order to buy a bigger one?

A. If the mosque is ruined or not big enough and they have to

demolish or sell it, it is permissible to sell it and to buy or

build another one or transfer it to another place for the interest

of the Muslims, (p. 3)

l &
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(Leesburg) Jj.}}&4 -

de

(Tel. 03-882-477D.

Inda de Hoyos, 62 Sycolin Road, Leesburg, Va 22075

Tel. 703-777-9451, 03-882-4771. Fax 703-771-9492
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5
^{Sjii/i (assimilation)Z

i~/\J& (resistance) CSil^J^^^^fjifjJ^^

^

^

(oppressed community)

a. /
^-U (Hindu militants)
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(why is the sky

^

Li,

^

,4^l**(7l/(atmosphere) {^/i/^U^^^^^J^b^ (thick
• • k *• ••
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His explanation showed that the blueness of the sky implies many

billion atoms in every gram of air. If air had no atomic structure,

the sky would not scatter light, (p. 31)

tflC (Milky Way)

H

(Ouver tegeter^tJJJJyjtfJuj^d'jjJlJ^U .jjUtJ-^^il'/t

<Tel-
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(Ronal W. Clark)

£? (theoretical physics)
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If it is possible to obtain a man like Einstein for our university, it

would be absurd to appoint me. I must quite frankly say that my ability

as a research physicist does not bear even the slightest comparison

to Einstein's, (p. 165)

^

Drunk driving : a license to kill

How long must it be — and how many must die — before we make

the punishment fit the crime? (p. 132)

(modern penology)
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(physical reaction) &

The blueness of the sky implies many billion atoms in every gram of air.

j^

JJ^

(Virginia Kelley)'(jtfc

He died in a car accident about four months before

the future president was born
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(The home coming) ^JsJj^OiJ'

^ (protection)

J i ul

Historical Jesus l^C(^M-^ifi/^li^^)Jy^rf^dI-U^
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Wherever you are, you are never far from Credit Suisse.

*

(tunnel) Jyt/.

(voice-recognising computer)
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Some fanatic and fundamentalist Muslims are harming Islam more than the

Christians.

^^f^C (Xavier Bichat H'8h Sch00')
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(Lane-Poole)
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Students flocked from France, Germany, England and every part ofEurope to

drink from the fountain oflearning which flowed only in the city ofMoors. (The

Moors in Spain)

(Namuta) t

(Xavier Bichat High School)

4j
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My God... The French nation., my son... head of the army.

(Here lies) *

x

...and another substance that language cannot describe.
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/
/ (Ferid Hodzic)

The last two days, I have been feeling like the war is over and peace is returning

to Sarajevo.
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(Thomas Haacke)
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(Mpsletnische Revue)/*f
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